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Fracture ~lechanics and Strain·Softening of Concrete 

Zdenek. P. Saiant 

SYNOPSIS 

Finite element analysis of failure of certain types of concrete structures 
requfres modeling of distributed crack.ing. Propagation of fanure zones with 
distributed cracic.ing must be treated from the viewpoint of fracture mechanics 
if the calculation should be objective and properly converge as the mesh is 
refined. After a brief review of the crack band model, the lecture expounds a 
novel approach to strain-softening -- a nonlocal formulation, in which stress 
at a point depends on the entire strain field from a neighborhood of the 
point. Application of the theory is demonstrated by finite element anlaysis 
of waves in strain-softening materials. Finally, the formulation of strain
softening constitutive relations on the basis of the"microplane model is 
briefly outlined, and the size effect is discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Heterogeneous brittle materials such as concretes or rocks fail by 
progressive fracturing distributed over a finite-size zone within the 
material. In the continuum approximation, this zone is characterized by 
strain-softening, i .e., ~ stress-strain relation in which the maximum 
principal st~ess decreases at increasing strain. The purpose of the present 
lecture is to present an overview of some recent results obtained at 
Northwestern University in the use of strain-softening material model s for the 
description of fracture propagation in concrete .structures. 

2. CRACK BAND MODEL 

Due to the distributed nature of microcracking, as well as the fact that 
the path of a final crack is generally not smooth but highly tortuous, it is 
not unrealistic to model cracking by means of stress-strain relations, 
introducing strain-softening in which the major principal tensile stress is 
reduced to zero (Fig. 1). This approach is particularly convenient for finite 
element analysis, since it necessitates merely an adjustment in the 
incremental stiffness matrix of the finite element. 

In the form of sudden cracking, this approach was introduced in 1967 by 
Rashid [27,19]. For strain-softening analysis of fracture this approach was 
developed in Ref. 4-5, in which the strain-softening t~iaxial stress-strain 
relation was introduced in the form. 

(1) 

Here E: and a are the colum matrices of the components of strain and 
stress: 0 is the 6 x 6 matrix of elastic constants, and 
~ =(~ :t ,t ,O,Q,O)T, where superscript T denotes a transpose and the 

numeri!ll ~gbS~~ipts refer to cartesian coordinates xi(i = 1,2,3); t is the 
column matrix of additional smeared-out strains due to cracking. The normal 
stresses are assumed to be uniquely related to their associ ted cracking 
strains (Fig. 1), i.e., 

(2 ) 
. 

in which C is the secant modulus which reduces to zero at very large cracking 
strain and may be calibrat~ from direct tensile test data 
[21,22,23,24,27,28]. Different algebraic relations are used for unlo~ding. 
In this formulation it 1s assumed that cracking can occur only in three 
mutually orthogonal directions which are known in advance and do not rotate 
against the material once the cracking starts. 

In the classical formulation of finite element analysis of concrete 
structures, as employed in the current large computer ~royrams, a strain
softening stress-strain relation, mostly one that exhibits a sudden stress 
drop, is used indiscriminately for an arbitrarily chosen finite element. 
size. It has been demonstrated, however, that this approach "is inconsistent, 
un~bjective with "regard to the analyst's choice of the element s"ize. It can 
yield greatly different results for different mesh sizes and converges to a 
physically meaningless solution as the mesh size is refined to zero [3,7-9]. 
For failures of the brittle type. the load causing further fracture extension 
converges to zero as the mesh size tends to zero. So does the total energy 
consumed by failure of the structure, which is an unrealistic result. 
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Fig. 1 Fracture in a heterogeneous aggregate material, statistical scatter of 
stress, crack band model, and strain-softening stress strain diagram 

Fig. 2 Characteristic volume of a heterogeneous material 
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Fig. 3 Illustration of mesh refinement for a one dimensional imbricate 
continuum (left) and of element arrangement for a two-dimensional 
imbricate continuum (right) (the elements are slightly rotated for the 
purpose of illustration) 



It has been shown that these incorrect features can be eliminated by 
using an energy criterion rather than the stress-strain relation as the 
primary condition for the extensipn of the cracked band of finite elements. 
Considering a crack band of a si('rgle-element width, consisting of finite 
elements with a uniform strain distribution across the band. the fracture 
energy. i.e •• the energy consumed per unit extension of the crack band (and 
per unit thickness). may be expressed as 

Gf = Wc J a33 dE33 = w~ fl~ (~ - ~) (3) 
o t 
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in which w is the width of the crack band front. which must be considered as 
a material Sroperty [3]. 033 is the normal stress across the central plane of 
the crack band. fl if the clTrect tensile strength of the material. EO is the 
initial elastic Yo5ng 1 s modulus. and Et is the mean downward slope of the 
strain-softening segment of the stress-strain diagram. which is negative. 

It was found that if w is taken as roughly .3-t imes the maximum 
aggregate size in concrete [g], then the crack-band finite element yields 
results which agree with all essential experimental evidence from fracture 
tests. both the maximum load data and the R-curves [20.29]. However, since 
the cracking at the failure front always tends to localize into a single
element width. the use of the correct element size h = Wc is essential. For 
large structures, such elements are impracticably small. and a larger element 
size needs to be used. It was shown [7-9,5] that this leads to consistent 
results if the value of fracture energy Gf is preserved. This can be achieved 
by adjusting the value of Et , or fl, or both, 1n Eq. 3 in which Wc is 
replaced by h. So, one must use so~e equivalent strain-softening slope and 
some equivalent tensile strength, depending on the element size, if consistent 
results should be achieved. 

On the other hand, one may imagi ne the wi dth of the crack band to be reduced 
to zero, and if the strain-softening slope Et is adjusted so as to keep the 
correct value of Gf, the model in the limit becomes equivalent to the use of 
the stress-displacement relation on the centerline of fracture. This limiting 
case of the crack band model coincides with the model of Hillerborg et al. 
[11,21]. 

The adjustment of constitutive properties in order to achieve consistent 
results f9r different mesh sizes is, however. disco~certing from the 
fundamental, mathematical viewpoint. It appears as' if the" finite element 
model was approximating a continuum that ;s not uniquely defined. Obviously, 
in the crack band model we cannot say we are approxitnat ing the sol uti on for a 
classical, local continuum because for such a continuum the cracK band can. of 
course, localize .1nto a layer of zero thickness. while an adjustment of 

,material properties is not permitted. 

The source of the difficulty appears to be [1.2] the assumption that we Mal 
with a local continuum, in which the stress at a certain point is a function 
of the strain at the same point. We now focus attention to the development of 
a new type of continuum for which the aforementioned mathematical difficulties 
do"not arise. At the same time we gain with this new type of continuum a 
means to resolve in detail the distributions of averaged stress and strain 
throughout the failure zone. 
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3. NONLOCAL CONTINUUM APPROACH 

From the works of Kroner and others [12-16], it is known that ;n a 
statistically heterogeneous medium wnich is not in a macroscopi~~lly 
homogeneous state of strain, the aver~ged (smoothed) stress at/~ certain point 
depends not only on the gradient of the averaged displacements at that same 
pOint (local properties), but also on the averaged displacements within a 
certain characteristic finite neighborhood of that point. The properties of 
such a medium cannot, therefore, be said to be local, and the medium is called 
nonlocal. 

The nonlocal displacement gradient may be defined by the relation 

1 auj(x') 1 
DiUj(~) ~ V JV( ... x) ax~ dV' ~ V fS(x) Uj(~') ni(~') dS' (4) 

1 .... 

in which u' are the cartesian displacement components (j a 1, 2, 3), ~is the 
coordinateJvector of the ~iven point character·ized by cartesian coordinates 
xi' V(x) is the characteristic volume of the material (Fig. 2) centered at 

pOlnt x (Fig. 2), S(x) is the surface of this volume, n,(x') is the unit 
normal of this surface at point x', and 0i is the gradierlt-averaging 
operator. The surface integral in Eq. 4 follows from the volume integral by 
application of the Gauss integral theorem. More generally, a weighting 
function can be introduced in Eq. 4. Using the gradient averaging operator, 
the mean strains may be defined as 

- 1 
£.. a"'f'( 0i u' + 0, ui ) ( 5) lJ , J J 

In previous works dealing with nonlocal continua it has been generally 
assumed that the continuum equation of motion may be written as 

_a_ r, 'k CD 0muk a P~i (6) aX j lJ m 

in which Cijkm are secant elastic moduli which, in general, depend on the mean 
strain, p 1S the mass density, and superior dots refer to time derivatives. 
It is found, however, that Eq. 3 ;s incapable of describing a strai~-softening 
continuum. It always leads to unstable response as soon as strain-softening 
begins. The difficulty has been traced to the asymmetry of these equations 
due to the combination of partial derivatives a/ax, with the gradient 
averaging operator Om. This nonsymmetry gives riseJ.to, nonsymmetric finite 
element matrices even if Cijk01 are constant, i.e., if the medium is elastic. 
Such a nonsymmetry is certa1nly an objectional property. 

For this reason, a systematic derivation of the continuum equation of 
motion on the basis of Eq. 4 has been attempted, using the calculus of 
vari at ions. It has been found [2, 25] that the proper form of the continuum 
equation of motion is 

a a ,. 
(1 - Y)D}'ijkm (i')Dmu k + Y ax:- Cijkm (f) ax Uk = pU i (7) 

J m 
in-which y is an empirical coefficient between 0 and I, and Cijkm are the loca 
secant moduli. In contrast to Eq. 6, each term of the last eqaation has a 
symmetric structure, and consequently, discretization b~ finite elements leads 
to symm~tric stiffness matrices tf the elastic moduli CiJ'km and Ci 'km are 
symmetrlc. J 
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Eq. 4 can also be written in the form 

( 1-y ) 0 . a.. + y 'l'.. . = p u. 
J , J , J .J 1 

(8) 

in whi ch 

aij .. Cijkm (£') E:km .. Cijkm(i)Dmuk (9) 

aUk 
E:km .. Cijkm aXm (10) 

T •• are the usual, local stresses, and a .. are the stresses characterizing 
thJJstress state in the entire representat1~e volume of the material, called 
the broad-range stresses [I, 2]. 

When the continuum defined by Eq. 7 ;s discretized by finite elements the 
size of which is smaller than the size 1 of the representative volume, one 
obtains a system of overlapping (or imbricated) finite elements visualized in 
Fig. 3. Therefore, the present type of nonlocal continuum has been called 
imbricate. The finite elements keep a constant size 1 as the mesh is 
refined, and the number of finite elements crossing a given point is inversely 
proportional to the mesh size, while the cross section of these elements 
diminishes so that all imbricated elements have the same total cross section 
for any mesh size. It can also be shown that the limiting case of the finite 
difference equations describing such an imbricated system of finite elements 
is the differential equation 1n Eq. 4 [1]. If the finite element size h is 
larger than the characteristic length 1, then the finite element model of the 
imbricate continuum becomes identical to that for the classical local 
continuum. 

To assure convergence and stability, the local stress-strain relations 
(Eq. 10) may not exhibit strain-softening, or else unstable response and 
spurious sensitivity to mesh size, along with incorrect convergence, may be 
obtained. The strain-softening properties must be described solely by the 
broad-range stress-strain relation in Eq. 9. 

4. EXAMPLES: I~AVES IN STRAIN-SOFTENING MATERIALS 

To demonstrate that the concept of imbricate nonlocal continuum yields 
convergent finite element solutions for problems with a finite-size strain
softening zone, we will now describe two examples of one·d;mens;onal waves. 
As the first example, Fig. 4 reproduces some of the results of explicit 
dynamic finite element calculations from Ref. 13, in which wave propagation in 
a strain-softening bar of length 1 was analyzed. The characteristic len~th 
1 for nonlocal solution is assumed to be 1/5 of bar length L. Both ends of 

the bar are subjected to a constant outward velocity Vo beginning at time t = 
O. This loading produces step waves of strain propagating inward. When these 
waves meet at midl-ength, the strain suddenly increases and strain-softening 
ensues. 

If this problem is analyzed with the usual finite element method for 
local continuum, it is found that strain-softening always localizes into a 
single finite element. Thus, the width of the strain-softening zone reduce~ 
to zero as the element mesh is refined. As a consequence, the energy W 
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consumed by failure decreases with decreaSing mesh size and approaches zero as 
the mesh size tends to zero (Fig. 5). Moreover. the finite element model of 
local continuum exhibits a discontinuous dependence of response on the 
prescribed end velocities as well as on the slope Et of the strain-softening 
branch [30]. The solution, however, converge~fto a unique exact solution 
[30]. although this solution is unrealistic from the physical point of view. 

By contrast~ for the present imbricate continuum. the solution of wave 
propagation in the strain-softening bar exhibits correct convergence. with a 
strain-softening zonoe of a finite size in the 1imH (Fig. 4. right colum). 
Also, the energy consumed by failure in the bar converges to a finite value. 
as shown in Fig. 5. 

As another example. we now briefly describe the solution for an 'imp10sive 
(converging) spherical wave which was originally described in detail in Ref. 
10. Although this problem is also one-dimensional it involves three
dimensional stress and strain states. Like for the bar problem, strain
softening 15 produced inside the body but there is an important di fference 
waves can pass through the points of strain-softening even if a local 
continuum 1s assumed • 

. We consider a wave generated by a sudden application of a constant 
uniform pressure p at the exterior surface of a hollow sphere of a hollow 
infinite cylinder. The pressure 1s a Heavis1de step function of time, i.e. 
the boundary condition at x • b (Fig. 6a) is a .. p H(t), and the interior 
surface is load-free, i.e. a .. 0 at x .. a (a~ b "Ointernal and external 
suface radii, x .. radial coor~inate). Initially, at t .. 0, the body is at 
rest. The elastic solution, as is well known [31], consists of a wave with a 
step front of strain whose magnitude is growing as the wave front propagates 
toward the center. Therefore, at a certain time t1 (and at x .. xl). the 
strain at the wavefront reaches the elastic limit, and i.f the material has 
strain-softening properties, strain-softening 1s thus produced in the interior 
of the solid, while for unaxial waves (planar wavefront) strain-softening can 
be produced in the interior only if waves of opposite directions meet. 

The governing differential equations in spherical coordinates are; 

(11 ) 

(12) 

T • t .. K E t + '2.G e t' T t" K t + x. , x. y, E:, 2G ey,t (15) 

x+1/2 
ax (x) .. f 0x(x+s) w(s) ds, 0y (x) 

x-1/2 

x+l/2 
.. f 

x-1/2 
0y (x+s) w{s) ds (16) 
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( 17 ) 

5x,x + ~ (5x - 5y ) .. PU,tt (18) 

Here u .. radial displacement, x = radial coordinate (Fig. 6a); 
t x' £ .. radial and circumferential normal.strains (local); 
t, e ~ e .. volumetric strain (= volume change) and deviatoric strains 

(locaf), Yt " .. local radial and circumferential normal strains; 
ox' 0y .. b~oadlrange radial and circumferential normal stress; 
S ,S .. total radial and cir~umferential normal stresses, 
K~ G/K', G .. local and broad-range (nonlocal )_ bulk and shear mo.£ul i. InEq. 

(18), isotropy of the material is assumed. The shear moduli G, G are assumed 
to be constant, while K and K depend on & and e, respectively; K>O but 
K may become negative, which represents strain-softening. Eq. 18 represents 

the differential equations of motion of the usual form [31]. 

For elastic spherical wave, the present .problem has a closed-form 
solution: 

b3p 
u .. -:::1 {1-e~'[t (~ - 1) sin WT + cos w,]} for ,>0 (19) 

4Gr' 

as may be checked by substituting 1n Eqs. 11-18 with 
Y .. 1, and K .. constant; 

and 

t .. 

w .. ~ (c1/c2)2 - 1]1/2, c1 • [3K (1_v)/(1+v)p]1/2, 

c2 .. (G/p)1/2, v .. (3K - 2G)/(6K + 2G) 

(20) 

For the purpose of numerical solution, a one-dimensional mesh with 
constant step h is used (Fig. 6b). All finite el~ments are two-node elements 
with a linear distribution of displacement u, integrated,with a single 
numerical integration point at the element center. This is true of both the 
loc~l elements of length h and the imbricate elements of length 1" nh. 
Mass is lumped in the nodes. The radial nodal forces are referred to a radial 
conical segment of sphere such that its cross section area at unit distance 
from the center of coordinates is 1 (for the cylinder, this is the radian 
sector). The computational algorithm is similar to the usual explicit 
algorithm and 1s as follows. 

Read a, b, 1, n, t.t (time step), Ne, N , Nk, Nt (numbers of all local 
-and imbricate elements, of all modes and of !ime steps), Y. and PO. 'Generate 
arrays K(i). m(i). 1e(i), xe(i), k(i), m(i), Ie(i), xe(i) giving the nu~ber 
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of the left and right nodes of the ith local or imbricate element. its length, 
and its coordinate ~t the center of element. Also generate externally applied 
nodal forces for fe" • Initialize as zero the values (for r = 1) of v" r' .r • 

m".~. Txk •r ' Tyk,r' ayk,r' max £". max £". Tmax £,k' amax £.k' 
,/ 

for all k-=l •••• Ne (local elements) and k=l •••• Ne (imbricate elements). 

2. 00 8, r=2 •••• Nt • 

3. Initialize nodal forces Fk = 0, fk = 0 (for all modes. k=l •••• Nk ). 

4. 005 1=l, ••• Ne (local elements). 

S. Set k=k(i). m=m(i), x=xe(i), and evaluate 

~tx;,ra (Vm,r - Vk,r)6t/h, txi~r a txi,r-l + 6txi ,r' 6tyi ,r = 

(V + Vk )6t/2x. t. = £ . + 6£. • For shperi cal wave m,r,r yl,r Yl,r-l y"r 

~£i,r = 6£xi,r + 2~£yi,r' 

Then call a subroutine which determines· the incremental tangential moduli 
Kl" r' G1• r for the local elements from their strains £ i • £ l' '£i and , , . x ,r y,r ,r 
also decides whether virgin loading, unloading or reloading applies. Then 
calculate 

ATxi,r = Ki ,r6ti,r + 2Gi ,rexi,r' 6'yi,r a Ki,r A£i,r + 2Gi,reyi,r' 
Txi,r-l + ~'xi,r' 'yi,r = 'y;,r-l + 6TYi,r' Then calculate all the local 

nodal forces at element nodes k and m (Fig. 6c); 

6fk = -Y['xi,r x
2 

- 'Yi,r (x - ~)h] 
(21) 

Af =y[ •. x2+ •. (x+~)h] m Xl,r yl,r , " 

These forces are accumulated at each node, fk + fk + Afk, fm + fm + ~fm' 

6. 00 7, i=l •••• Ne (imbricate elements). 

7. Set k = k (i), m = m (i), t = ie(i), x -= xe(i) and evaluate 

A£. = (vm,r - vk,r) Atll, &. = &. 1 + ~£. , Xl,r Xl,r Xl,r- Xl,r 
~EY1",r = (Vm,r + vk,r)~t/2x, £. = £" 1 + A£. • For spherical wave yl,r yl,r- y1,r 
A£. = A£.· + 26£ Then call a sub rout ioe whi ch determi·nes the l,r x1,r y,r 
in~remental (tangential) modul; K; !r' Gi,r for the imbricate elements from 
their mean strains £xi,r' £Yi,r ' ti,r and also decides whether virgin 
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Fig. 8 Volumetric strain profiles at various times obtained for various 
finite element subdivisions (N = number of elements) 
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loading, unloading or reloading applies. Then calculate 
t:.o. = K. 6e:. + 2G. e. , 6a. = K. t:.e:. + 2G. e. , Xl,r l,r l,r l,r Xl,r yl,r l,r l,r l,r yl,r 
a i = a· 1 + 6a. , a. = a. 1 + t:. o. • x,r Xl,r- Xl,r Yl,r yl,r- yl,r Then calculate all the 

nonlocal nodal forces at element nodes k and m (Fig. 6d): 

1 - y [2 h) 1 t:.Fk = - - a i x - o. (x - '7f' h n x ,r Yl,r c:; 

1 - y [ 2 (h) ] t:.F = -.r- a. X + a ,. x + ~ h m c:; Xl,r y ,r c:; 

(22) 

These forces are then accumulated at each node: 

Fk ~ Fk+AFk, Fm ~ Fm+AFm' 

7. 00 S, k=l, ••• Nk (all nodes). 

8. Calculate 
ext 2 

vk,r = vk,r-1 + (Fk + fe + fk,r)6t/(phx ), uk,r = uk,r-1 + At vk,r' 

For more detailed explanations, a similar algorithm for unaxial stress 
wa've given in Ref. (1] may be consulted. It may be checked that the sum of 
nodal forces according to Eqs. (21) - (22) in one node yields a second-order 
discrete approximation of the continuum equation of motion, Eq. 18. 

Figs. 7-S show the numerical results obtained with the foregoing 
algorithm for the special case of volumetric strain-sof~ening. The shear 
moduli G and ~ are assumed to be negligibly small (10- ), and the bulk 
behavior follows the bilinear total stress-strain diagram in Fig. 11a, 
characterized by elastic bulk moduli K· Ko • 1, strain £ • 1 at peak stre~, p . 
and &f. 5 at the end of softening. This diagram is obtained by assuming 
that the local behavior is elastic-ideal plastic, and that the broad-range 
behavior (Fig. 9a) exhibits oversoftening the purpose of which is to achieve 
that, for the total behavior, the strain-softening tenninates at exactly zero 
stress [1]. The use of coefficient y is required for stability. For .one
dimensional planar waves, it was shown [7] that stability is assured for 
y > O. However, y - values too close to 0 are.~ot possible for numerical 

solutions since they lead to an ill-conditioned equation .system and produce 
excessive noise. For one-dimensional planar waves, the value y s 0.1 gave 
noise-free response. The same value sufficed for the spherical wave 

(y = 0.1), 1n order to obtain a response with noise-free appearance. The 
value of the applied surface pressure is chosen as PO = 0.70S. For this 
boundary condition, the wave propagating from the outer surface remains 
elastic until the wavefront reaches 30% of the thickness b-a. The dimensions 
are a=10, b=100, L = b-a = 90. 

The nonlocal in elastic finite el.ement program was first veri fied by 
cunning with it the solution for the special case of an elastic· local 
material, for which one may set tp = 10°, t f = 107, L = h = mesh step 
(1 is variable). The convergence with increasing numbers of elements (N = 
10, 20, 40, 80, 160) was good [10]. The results for the spherical wave 
converge (quadratically) to the exact solution given by Eq. 19 [10]. 



(1-1)0-
broad-range 
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Kt 
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Ko 
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Fig. 9 Local and nonlocal stress strains relations assumed in examples 
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subsequently, the problem was solved [10] for a non local continuum 
(£ = 1. £f • 5) with characteristic length 1· LI10 = 9 = constant. The 

resBl ts for progressively refined meshes (N = 10, 20. 40. 80, 160) are shown 
in Figs. 7 and 8. For comparison, the solution was also run for a local 
continuum 1 = h = LIN = variable) having the same stress-strain relation 
with stress-softening. . 

The local and nonlocal results are compared in each figure. It is seen 
(Fig. 7-8) that the nonlocal solutions witn strain-softening (right colums) 
converge well with increasing N. On the other hand. the corresponding local 
solutions (left columns) do not converge at all. 

While an exact solution for a uniaxial planar wave in local strain
softening material has previously been found [30] and the corresponding finite 
element solutions were shown to converge to it. for the present case no exact 
local solution with strain-softening has been found. The behavior of the 
local solutions is quite interesting. Similar to the exact solution for the 
planar wave. a strain-softening zone of finite size is apparently not obtained 
for the local material. and strain-softening appears to localize into singular 
points on the x-axis (the spikes in Figs. 7-8. left columns). These singular 
points begin to appear, as expected, when the strain at the wavefront grows to 
reach the strain-softening region, which cannot be closer than O.3L from the 
outer surface, as already mentioned •. However, in contrast to the planar wave, 
there is not only one singular point but many, and they appear at different 
locations for different N (i.e •• different with refinements). The impression 
is that of chaos (reminiscent of the situation in turbulence). The reason for 
the appearance of a sequence of strain-softening pOints (the spikes in Figs. 
7-8. left columns) is that part of the strain step at the wav.efront is 
transmitted across the point of strain-softening before the stress is reduced 
to zero. This part of the wave which has crept through represents again an 
elastic strain wave with a step front, which then grows as the wavefront 
propagates further until the elastic limit £p is reached again. Then the 
situati on repeats itself. 

To sum up, the numerical results for the spherical waves [10], as well as 
the result for planar waves [l]. show that the imbricate nonlocal continuum is 
a mathematiclaly sound model for strain-softening. 

5. Constitutive Relations for Strain-Softening 

In the analysis of many practical situation, including all fracture 
tests. the principal stress direction in the fracture process zone remains 
constant during fracturing. Triaxial strain-softening can then be introduced 
in the form of Eqs. 1 and 2. However, for some situations. especially in 
dynamics, it is necessary to describe progressive formation of fracture during 
which the principal stress directions rotate. In Such a case, Eqs. 1-2 are 
inadequate. A satisfactory formulation can be obtained with an analog of the 
srip theory of plasticity [35, 36], which was called the microplane model [6, 
25. 29]. In this model it is assumed that the strain on a plane of any 
incl ination within the macroscopi·c smoothing continuum consists of the 
resolved components of one and the same macroscopic strain tensor E, ,. 

Using the condition. of equal energy dissi~at1on when calculated in t~tms of 
the stresses and str~ins on all such planes and in terms of the macroscopic 
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stress and strain tensors, one may obtain [6, 25, 29, 32. 33] the stress
strain rel ation 

(23) 

in which 

C J2'!f 
°ijkm = a (24) 
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This equation superimposes contributions to inelastic stress relaxations from 
planes of all directions within the material. defined by spherical coordinates 
e and;; n. are the direction cosines for all such directions, and F(en) is a 

function chAracterizing the constitutive properties and representing the 
stress-strain relation for one particular microplane within the material; 
e = n· n. t·· • normal strain on a plane with direction cosines ni. 
Th~ int~gr~l 1ri Eq. 24 must be evaluated numerically. Efficient numerical 
integration formulas for integration as the surface of a sphere are give by 
Stroud [34], .and some further formulas which are superior in certain 
situations are given in Ref. 32. It has been demonstrated that the microplane 
model allows description of tensile strain-softening under general stress or 
strain histories and always leads to a reduction of stress to zero at 
sufficiently large tensile strain [32, 33]. 

6. SIZE EFFECT LAW ANO ITS GENERALIZAT~ON 

From the practical viewpoint, the principal difference of a nonlocal 
continuum model (and the special case of crack. band model) from the usual 
local fin;te element models consists in the size effect. 

The structural size effect, a salient aspect of fracture mechanics, is 
observed when geometrically similar structures of different characterististic 
dimensions d are compared. It can be described in terms of the nominal stress 
at failure, defined as a = P/bd where P = load at failure (maximum load) and 
b : structure thickness. NWhile according to the strength or yield criteria 
used in plastic limit design or elastic allowable stress desig~, a is 
independent of structure size d, in fracture mechanlcs aN decrease~ as the 
structure size increases. This is because fracture mechanrcs is based on 
energy criteria for failure. 

Introducing an approximate but apparently quite reasonable hypothesis 
that the energy release caused by fracture is a function of both the fracture 
length and the area traversed by the fracture process zone. Bafant showed [37] 
by dimensional analysis and similitude arguments that, for geometrically 
similar structures or specimens, 

aN: Bfl(l +~) -1/2 (25) 
t AOd a 

in which fl is the direct tensile strength of concrete, d is the maximum 
aggregate sTze. and d, An are empirical parameters Characterizing the shape 
of the structure or specilften. According to this size effect law, the plot of 
log a vs. log (did) represents a yradual transition from the strength 
crite~ion (i .e., a~ proportional to strength ft) to the failur.e criterion of 



the 1Hassical. linear elastic fracture mechanics (i .e., obi prol->ortional to 
d- ). This size effect law is verified. within the .rimits of inevitable 

statistical scatter. by all available Mode I fracture tests of concrete and 
mortar. Moreover. this size effect law has also been shown applicable to the 
diagonal shear failure of longitudinally reinforced beams without stirrups 
[38], and is probably applicable to all the so-called brittle failures of 
reinforced concrete structures. 

When the usual, local finite element codes are applied to similar 
structures with similar meshes, the results exhibit no size effect. On the 
other hand, when the nonloca1 model (or the special case of crack band model) 
is used. the results conform to the size effect law in Eq. 26, as experience 
indicates. 

Finally, it may be interesting to note that the size effect law in Eq. 26 
applies not only to cleavaye (Mode I) fractures but also to shear (Mode II) 
fractures. 

The size effect law in Eq. 26 was originally derived by dimensional 
analysis and similitude arguments from the following fundamental hypothesis: 

The total potential energy release W caused by fracture in a given 
structure is a function of both: 

1. The length of the fracture a; and 

2. The area of the cracked zone, ndaa. 

n is a material constant characterizing the effective width of the micro
cracking zone at the fracture front, and da is the maximum aggregate size. 
The original derivation [37], which used the nondimensiona1 variables 
a1 = aId and a2 = ndaa/d2 , tacitly implied one further hypothesis, namely that 
W as a function of the cracked zone area can be linearized. This is because 
otherwise the functions a1 and a2 used in Ref. [37] would not be size
independent as parameter a? depends on the relative size da/d when aId is 
constant. This fact, as weTl as the need for the additional linearization 
assumption, was independently discovered by J. Planas and M. Elices [38]. 

- .. '. 

We will now show a different derivation of the size effect law which 
involves linearization only as an asymptotic approximation that is always 
admissible, and which at the same time shows a more general form for the size 
effect law. Instead of the aforementioned nondimensional variables 
a1 and a2' we now. choose as nondimensional variables 

a ndaa nda 
61 = Ci" 62 = aT = d (26) 

We consider geometrically similar structures of different sizes d, which are 
characterized by a constant ratio ald. Thus, parameter 61 is size
independent, while parameter 62 characterizes the size. As before [37], the 
potential energy release W of any structure may always be written in the form 
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\oJ = 2~ (-ir)2 bd 2 F(61 , 62 , ~i) 
c 

(27) 

in which Ec is the Young1s elastic modulus, b ;s the/thickness of the 
structure, P is the maximum load (i.e., the failure/load in a load-controlled 
test), F is a certain funtion of nondimensional parameters, and ~i are 
parameters characterizing the structure shape (geometry) which are constant 
when geometrically similar structures are considered. The nominal stress at 
failure may be defined as eN = P/bd. Then, substituting P = eN bd and Eq. 
27 into the well knO\'If\ fracture equilibrium relation 

aw aa = Gfb (28) 

where 

1 
2Ec 

for which 

aN = j 

fracture energy, we obtain 

b 
(29) 

/ 2Gf Ec 

-aF' {Sl' f;i J 6
2

, 

aS l 
d 

(31) 

In this formulation, the fracture energy itself is considered to be size
independent, being regarded as the final value of Zhe R-curve. According to 
the bl unt crack band theory, G = Wc (l-E IE ) f' /2E , in whi ch fl t = di rect 
tensile strength and Et = mean tlope of thi strai~-sof~enlng portion of the 
stress-strain diagram = strain-softening modulus. After substitution for" Gf , 
Eq. 31 becomes 

"c1"~ 
/ E ~ 

" wc(l _ c) fl 
,... ~t 

a = (31) N aF {aI' 62 , ~i~ 
aa l 

d 

We may now choose the state o? = 0, which corresponds to an infinitely 
large structure, did • -, as the reference state. and introduce the 
following Taylor seri8s expansion about this reference state, which must be 
pbssible since W is a smooth funtion of a2; 

2 3 F3(9 1, f;1 )6 2 + F
3

(6
1

, f;; )6
2 

+ 

(32) 



in whi ch 

Now, introducing this expansion into Eq. 31 we obtain, after some 
rea rran gemen ts 

in which we introduced the notations 

w.//\ Ec nF2 F3 F4 1/2 FS 1/3 
B = F2n~a, (1 - tt)' AO = ~' Al = n("F2) , "2= n("F'2) ,A3 = n("F'2) (35) 

) 

Here B, AO' AI' A2 , ••• are empirical constants to be determined by fitting 

test data for failure loads of geometrically similar specimens of different 
sizes. These constants are different for ea.ch different geometry. (Nate that 
the derivatives in Eq. 33 are size-independent, since they are evaluated at a 
fixed value of the size parameter 92 .) 

Let us now check the limiting cases. For a. very large structure, 
dlda + -, the second term in the bracket of Eq. 34 dominates and we have 

aN • Bf~ J AOda • canst. (37) 
Id {d 

This coincides with the well known size-dependence of all solutions according 
to linear elastic fracture mechanics. The size of the smallest possible 
structure is a certain fixed multiple of the maximum aggregate size, -
sa~ d = 3da • nd a , and substituting dlda = 3 into ,E9. 35, we find that I.he 

nomlnal stress at failure is ' 

(38) 

where B6 is a constant. This is the failure criterion used in limit analysis 
(plasticity) as well as in the allowable stress design. This criterion,_ as is 
well known, involves no size effect. 

For a structure whl ch is not tao sma 11, the fi rs t two terms of the' 
bracket in Eq'. 34 dominate aver the remaining terms, and neglecting these 
remaining terms \'Ie obtain Eq. 25, the originally derived size-effect law. 
Analyses of available test data so far indicate that this form is adequate for 
practical applications throughout the entire range of sizes. To be able to 
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identify coefficients AT_from test data, one would need a test series with an 
extremely large range of sizes and with an extremely small statistical 
scatter. 

Eq. 25 has, of course, the advantaye that its parameters can be 
identified from test data by linear regression, whereas for Eq. 34~with more 
than the first two terms in the bracket a nonlinear optimization lubroutine 
must be used to evaluate the test .results. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The concept of imbricate nonlocal continuum, along with strain-softening 
stess-strain relations, allows a mathematically consistent and realistic 
description of progressive distributed cracking the concrete structures. When 
fine resolution inside the strain-softening zone is not needed, this approach 
reduces to the crack band theory. Examples of one-dimensional planar and 
spherical waves demonstrate that stable strain-softening regions of finite 
size can modeled. Strain-softening constitutive relations can be obtained 
from the microplane model. The results of nonlocal finite element model 
cpnform to the size effect laws. 
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